PROVEN PERFORMANCE

Recycled, sustainable pathway solutions that blend into semi-urban landscapes
Towpath, Wakefield

ULTITREC
THE CHALLENGE
British Waterways needed to renovate a stretch of towpath across its West Yorkshire canal landscape. Being primarily used for recreation purposes and situated in beautiful countryside locations it was essential that the completed towpath fit with its surroundings.

OUR SOLUTION
ULTITREC was selected by our client in preference to 6mm gritstone primarily for its environmental credentials as a 100% recycled product. It could also be laid and completed quickly for a firm and smooth surface finish - suitable for pedestrians and cyclists.

RESULTS AND BENEFITS
The 20mm down solution is easy to handle and compact and so works were completed on time. Material costs were economic and in accordance with the project brief the finished towpath was constructed using more environmentally friendly resources. ULTITREC has a natural appearance and so also blended in well with the natural landscape.

For more details contact your enquires@tarmac.com or call 0800 1 218 218